
Annex "D1"

Item Description

SN Grade Printing

1 8

Arabic enrichment material for Grade 8, (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; pages: 

65; printing: full colors, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 

pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, 

finishing: perfect binding.

3,440                 3,750                  3,711                   4,000                3,887                 4,100                  

2 6

Geography  enrichment material for Grade 6, (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; 

pages: 72; printing: full colors, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 

pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, 

finishing: perfect binding.

3,735                 4,000                  3,862                   4,250                4,143                 4,500                  

3 6

Science enrichment material for Grade 6, (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; pages: 

86; printing: full colors, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 

pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, 

finishing: perfect binding.

3,735                 4,000                  3,862                   4,250                4,143                 4,500                  

4 8

Life Science enrichment material for Grade 8, (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; 

pages: 71; printing: full colors, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 

pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, 

finishing: perfect binding.

3,440                 3,750                  3,711                   4,000                3,887                 4,100                  

5 6

Civics enrichment material for Grade 6, (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; pages: 

70; printing: full colors, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 

pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, 

finishing: perfect binding.

3,735                 4,000                  3,862                   4,250                4,143                 4,500                  

6 2

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 2, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 150; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

80                      90                       85                        95                     90                      100                     

7 3

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 3, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 296; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination:  

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding..

82                      90                       83                        95                     87                      100                     

8 4

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 4,  (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 252; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination:  

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

81                      90                       82                        95                     88                      100                     

9 5

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 5, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 275; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

76                      85                       78                        90                     81                      95                       
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Item Description
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10 6

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 6, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 239; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

50                      80                       53                        65                     55                      70                       

11 7

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 7, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 275; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

73                      80                       74                        85                     77                      90                       

12 8

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 8, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 283; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

69                      80                       72                        85                     75                      90                       

13 9

French (1
st
 foreign language) enrichment material for Grade 9, (size: A4; paper: 

90gm, holzfrei; pages: 308; printing: one color, recto/verso; cover: colored, recto 

full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 300 gm, couche matt; lamination: 

glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

61                      70                       64                        75                     66                      80                       

14 7,8,9

 French (2nd foreign language) enrichment material for Grades 7, 8 and 9, one 

book (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; pages: 264; printing: one color, 

recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 

300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding.

(+ attached plastic pocket for CD on the inside of back cover)

35                      40                       40                        45                     42                      50                       

15
Audio CD 40 copies (+ printing on top: colored design of the cover mentioned 

in 14 above).
                           40 

16 10,11

French (2nd foreign language) enrichment material for Grades 10 and 11, one 

book (size: A4; paper: 90 gm, holzfrei; pages: 200; printing: one color, 

recto/verso; cover: colored, recto full colors +1 pantone/verso one color (black), 

300 gm, couche matt; lamination: glossy recto, finishing: perfect binding. 

(+ attached plastic pocket for CD on the inside of back cover)

16                      20                       20                        25                     23                      30                       

17
Audio CD 20 copies (+ printing on top: colored design of the cover mentioned 

in 16 above).
                           20 

TOTAL

Bidder's Signature
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